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morals that was recognized by the heathen Pythagoras, who compared a - � -

suicide to a soldier deserting his post. This seems to us a much fitter corn- �
parison than timat of a shareiiolder withdrawing from a joint stock associa-

tiomi that is used by time autimor of this work.

Certain parts of time book imave been passed by as they seemed less to call -

for notice; such are tine historical chapters and those on the causes, etc., of

suicide. While there are, as has been shown, certain points in whicln the -

views seem erroneous, it is ably written and a valuable contribution to the -

literature of its subject. So far as it is an attempt to point out the evils of

degeneracy, and to call attention to the need of avoiding them, the motive

is a worthy one, but the practical outcome will, it is to be feared, be very -

slight.

Reciterelies UUniques et T/m#{233}rapeutiqries sn-r L’Epilepsie, L’Hyst#{233}rie, L’Idlode et
LHydroc#{233}phalie.- Compte Rendu du Service des Enfants Idiots, Epihep- -

tiques et Arri#{232}res de Bic#{232}tre pendant i’ann#{233}e 1893. Par Bournmevihie, - - -

M#{233}decimide Bic#{232}tre. Avec ha collaboration de M.M. Boncourt, Cornet,
Lenoir, Jules Noir, et P. Sohhier. Vol. XIV. Avec 89 figures damns le - -

texte et un planche, Paris, 1894. -

This, the fourteenthn volume of tire reports of the department for idiots,

epileptics, and imbeciles of time Bic#{232}tre, contains, besides time statements of the

movement of population, the methods, etc., for the year 1893, the usual sup-
plem-nt of important scientific papers which make up about six-seventlms of -

its bulk. All of these are valuable contributions, but some are of more

general or especial interest than others. Among these may be mentioned the

first,on the surgical and the medico-pedagogic treatment of idiots and back. �- --

ward children, of which we reproduce time conclusions: - -

1. The surgical treatment of idiocy is based on a hypothesis unconfirmed

by pathological anatomy.
2. The premature synostosis of the cranial sutures does not exist in the

different forms of idiocy. It is ormly exceptionally that we encounter a par- -

tial synostosis.

8. The lesions to which idiocy is due are ordinarily profound, extensive, -- -.

and various, and little susceptible to craniotomy.

4. The diagnosis of synostosis of the sutures and of the thickness of
the skull is so far beyond our means of investigation.

5. According to the majority of surgeons the results obtained by opera-

tory intervention alone are siighmt, dubious, or md Serious accidents (paral- - I

ysis, convulsions, etc.), and even death may follow it.

6. The medico-pedagogic treatment based on the method originated by -

Seguin, and perfected by the introduction of new procedures, when applied - I

judiciously and kept up for a sufficient period, nearly always produces a

marked improvement and very often suffices to put the idiot and undevel-

oped infant into a condition in which he can live among his fellows.

The report on the experiments with the Brown-Sequardian injections of -- -�

testicular fluids in epilepsy, by Bourneville and Cornet, is a rather negative -

one as regards results, as perhaps might have been expected. The other
papers in the volume are valuable clinical and pathnological contributions,
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� - but too detailed and lengthy for us to do them justice in the space at our dis-
�; - posal. As a whole the volume is a worthy successor- to those that have pre-

r�: ceded it. It is amply illustrated by wood-cuts and photogravures.

:� Pain, Pleasure, and .�Jsthetics: An Essay concerning the Psychology of Pain
; and Pleasrtre, with Special Reference to �Rsthetics. By Henry Rutgers

- Marshall, M. A. London: Macmillan & Co., 1894.

‘- We are led to notice this book from the interest it may well have for our

- - readers from the standpoint of physiological psychology. It is indeed a

-� good illustration of the increasing importance to psychological medicine of

- the science of p’uysiolory.

Mr. Marshall has in this volume attempted to solve one or two psyclmolog-

- - ical problems, or rather to offer winat appears to him a possible, and, indeed,

- their most probable. solution. The question as to the nature of our mIens-

urable and painful feelings is an open one, and a distinguislned neurologist

has rather recently expressed an opinion contrary to timat- lucid by tIre major-
ity of physiologists and psychologists, that there are no special sensory pain
nerves or centers, and in agreement with that held by the author of the

-- work before us. The majority in this case, however, is nt an excessive

-: one, as with very many authorities the question is still held to be an open

one. The view here held, that pleasure and pain are general qualities that
may belong to any conscious element, is well reasoned out by tine author

- from physical as well as psychological data. He fails,however, to utilize,

except perhaps indirectly, the facts, known to any observing alienist, of the

analgesia of dementia, which seem to support his view far more titan tine

- opposite one. Since th� existence of analgesia apart from amesthiesia is

really the chief ground of objection to the quale theory he supports, it would

- appear that suchn pathological phenomena as can be easily found in any

large asylum weuld have been called upon by him in his argument. We

notice this because it seems to us that there is a very large field for the study

of physiological psychology on its pathological side that is hardly at all

- utilized. Such works as this and such subjects as it treats of might be prof-

itably perused by asylum physicians as suggestive of lines of special clinical

- - observation and quasi exp-rimental research. They are not easy reading,

but are none the worse for that fact in an environment that has, we fear, too

- often a tendency to routinism and comparative mental inactivity.
The chapters on tnsthetics and the author’s views are interesting, but lack

of space forbids their being fully noticed here. It is a thoroughly scientific

- psychological work that, as alienists, and therefore psychoboaists, our readers

may profitably study.
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